Capabilities Statement
CORE CAPABILITIES
AI Video Analytics and NDAA Compliant Cameras

Malwork employs experienced Access control
teams that are Security experts skilled in Force
Protection and Threat Vulnerability Assessments.
Additionally, we provide Security Escorts for longterm access control and badge review.
Remote Video Monitoring

Malworks Remote LIVE Video Monitors are Threat
Surveillance operators who cover areas deemed as
vulnerable daily for up to 24 hours a day, to ensure
that your property is being watched and that
information is being logged and incidents managed.
Vulnerability Assessments and Access Control

Malwork employs experienced Access control
teams that are Security experts skilled in Force
Protection and Threat Vulnerability Assessments.
Additionally, we provide Security Escorts for longterm access control and badge review.
Facilities Management & Security Guards
Malwork provides Security Guards with additional
training based on Federal law enforcement standards.,
as well as Facilities management services to ensure
there is continuity between our Security Guard teams
and the access control of our facility janitorial workers.

Malwork Company Highlights

Targeted Facial Recognition Technology/w 4k resolution
Remote Monitors audit camera footage and provide RealTime threat coordination with Law Enforcement.
Threat Vulnerability Assessment Teams
Surveillance Systems and Teams can be deployed privately
as well as on government premises.
Facilities services provide Security Guards and Janitorial
services.

MISSION
Our mission is to place world-class
security services and technologies at the
fingertips of every business and
organization that seeks safety and
security around the globe. We do this by
providing smart security technology,
highly effective physical security
measures, and Online security
management services worldwide

LEADERSHIP
Malwork is led by Bobby L. Sheppard a
former federal police officer with a
decade of law enforcement experience
and 15 years of surveillance and
intelligence expertise within the
Intelligence Community. Mr. Sheppard
utilizes his experience and leadership to
implement the kind of tactics,
techniques, and protocols that have
worked in his long-time experience
working for the federal government. Mr.
Sheppard holds a Bachelors's degree in
Criminal Justice from the University of
Maryland College Park and a Master's in
Cybersecurity from UMUC.

CAGE CODE: 8VSW5
DUNS NUMBER: 117884406

NAICS Codes: 541519, 561720,
561612, 561621, 561611

Certifications
Federal: SDB
MBE Maryland, Virginia (Pending)
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